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The Second Syrian War and Gold Staters
of Alexander Type struck at Istros

Plate 8                                                                    Aurel VÎlcu* and Emanuel Petac**

In re-examining the entire series of Alexander-type staters from Istros (Price 
961–969) we note that several control varieties still await confirmation (Price 
961, with IΣ, and 962 with IΣ and ΔI). Recently, Price 963 (quiver, with 6 and 
), which shares its obverse die with Price 965, was identified as an issue of 
a Seleucid mint; Price 964 (IΣ and ) belongs to the same group with 965; 
Price 966 (IΣ and M) has been confirmed by a recent public auction; Price 
969 (E in wreath) is a misreading of Price 968 (IΣ in wreath). In light of this 
review, there are now only three groups of staters that should be associated 
with Istros: Group 1, composed of Price 964–965 (IΣ and  or D); Group 2, 
composed of Price 966–987? (IΣ with M or M?), which shares its obverse die 
with the first group; and Group 3, composed of Price 961 and 968–969, (IΣ 
in wreath). Because of the die linkage and the representation of these three 
varieties in the Anadol hoard, it seems unlikely that they were struck over the 
course of the 25 years between 250 and 225 bc. Instead, it is suggested that the 
staters were struck over only a few years in the mid-third century bc, during 
the Second Syrian War.

The discovery of the Anadol hoard, in 1895, brought a series of gold staters of 
Alexander type with IΣ on the reverse to the attention of specialists. These were 
published by Pridik in 1902 (Pridik 1902: 75–76, nos 484–510). Unfortunately the 
hoard was dispersed quickly and small components of this important discovery 
have appeared in commerce. As the Anadol hoard is the only hoard known to 
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** Numismatic Department from the Library of the Romanian Academy (viorel.petac@
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have contained Alexander-type staters with this reverse control, it seems probable 
that staters with IΣ on the reverse now in different collections originally had the 
same provenance (Petac 2010: 569–573). This rare series of staters was attributed 
to the city of Istros and thought to have be struck in the third century bc (Poe-
naru Bordea 1979: 48–49). M. J. Price, in his standard catalogue, lists nine series 
of Alexander-type staters from Istros with reverse controls IΣ (Price 961); IΣ and 
ΔI (Price 962); quiver with 6 and  (Price 963); IΣ and  (Price 964); IΣ and D 
(Price 965); IΣ and M (Price 966); IΣ and M (Price 967); IΣ in wreath (Price 968); 
and E in wreath (Price 969). He proposed 250–225 bc as the period of produc-
tion for all of these issues. However, a re-examination of the coins, documents, and  
historical context lead to different conclusions about the production, chronology 
and the beginning of the Alexander-type issues in the city. 

Out of Price’s nine series, only three may actually belong at Istros. A recent 
re-examination of Price 963 (6 and ) has led to a tentative reattribution to 
a Seleucid mint in Asia Minor. (Petac and Vîlcu 2011: 143–146). The  and D 
monograms on Price 964 and 965 may represent the same individual, although the 
IΣ monogram indicates the mint of Istros (Petac and Vîlcu 2011: 143–146). The 
staters Price 964–965 belong to the same series; they were struck using different 
obverse and reverse dies, but are very similar in style and were probably realized 
by the same engraver. 

Price 966 and 967, featuring the secondary monograms M and M in the same 
position, seem to be in the same situation. Previously there were only two speci-
mens known, both from the Anadol hoard (Pridik 1902: 76, nos. 509 and 510). 
Recently, however, a coin with monogram M (Price 966; Pridik 1902: 76, no. 509) 
was auctioned by Stack’s-Bowers and Ponterio (8 August 2012, lot 20399). The 
coin, which may have originated in the Anadol hoard, confirms the reading of 
Price 966. The staters with monogram M (Price 967; Pridik 1902: 76, no. 510, not 
illustrated) still await confirmation. It is possible that M and M serve to represent 
the same person on the technical staff, much as monograms  and D seem to do. 
We must point out that in the Anadol hoard there was also a coin with monogram 
M but with mintmark ΣI (Hess, 15 October 1903, lot 109), which tends to sug-
gest production at Sidon or Sinope, rather than at Istros. Without further con-
firmation, the attribution of Alexander-type staters with M monogram to Istros 
remains open to question. 

The situation of Price 968 (IΣ in wreath) and 969 (E in wreath) is clearer. 
Close examination of the British Museum coin used to illustrate Price 969 reveals 
that the monogram is actually a misread IΣ of Price 968.1Another example of Price 
968 comes from the Anadol hoard and is illustrated in the 1903 Hess auction (lot 
113).2 Although they were struck with different dies, both coins came from the 

1 Price says nothing about the collection to which the coin belongs, but the illustration 
allowed us to determine that it is BM inv. 1928.0608.8.

2 With a wrong description ( in wreath), but correct illustration.
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same mint, as they both bear the same monogram. It would seem that we are 
speaking, in fact, about a single series of staters with IΣ in wreath and coming also 
from the Anadol hoard. Moreover, the same Hess 1903 auction includes, but does 
not illustrate, another three coins with IΣ in wreath (lots 110–112). We note that 
in the Hess auction there are only coins from two series: IΣ and  (five examples 
with  and one with D) and IΣ in wreath (lots 114–119). 

All of this led us to wonder whether Price 961 (with IΣ only), first published by 
Pridik, but which never reappears, might actually belong to the IΣ in wreath series. 
Examination of Pridik’s article shows that he originally described the control as “IΣ 
в венке,” meaning “IΣ in wreath,” thereby completely clarifying the situation. Like 
Price 969 (E in wreath), Price 961 does not actually exist. Both controls represent 
misreadings of the IΣ in wreath control of Price 968.3 

Until Price 962 (IΣ and ΔI on the reverse) is published with illustrations from 
the Anadol hoard (Pridik 1902: no. 494) or from elsewhere, we maintain our 
doubts concerning the attribution of this coin to the city of Istros. We cannot even 
exclude the possibility that the mintmark was erroneously described in its initial 
publication. It could be ΣI, rather than IΣ, thereby indicating the mint of Sinope or 
Sidon, rather than Istros. Until future research further clarifies the situation, the 
list of Alexander-type staters securely attributed to Istros decreases to three groups 
of coins:4 

Group 1

<LW> IΣ; <RW>  or D (Price 964 and Price 965)

Obverse 1-Reverse 1 <LW> IΣ; <RW>  (Price 964)

1. AV 19 mm, 8.39 g, 12 h. ANS 1944.100.36016 (pl. 3, 1).

Obverse 1-Reverse 2 <LW> IΣ; <RW>  (Price 964)

2. AV; 8.48 g. Gorny and Mosch 175 (9 March 2009) (pl. 3, 2).

Obverse 2-Reverse 3 <LW> IΣ; <RW>  (Price 964)

3. AV 19 mm, 8.45 g, 12 h. ANS 1944.100.36017 (pl. 3, 3).

Obverse 2-Reverse 4 <LW> IΣ; <RW>  (Price 964)

4. AV; 8.50 g. Dr. Busso Peus (3–5 November 2010), lots 401–402 (pl. 3, 4). 
5. Hess (15 October 1903), lot 114.
6. AV 19.5 mm, 8.33 g, 6 h. Preda and Petac 2006: 36, no. 130 (pl. 3, 5).
7. AV 8.49 g, 11 h. SNG Stancomb 186.

3 It should be noted that the specimen of Price 968 stated to be in the ANS collection by 
Price does not in fact exist.

4 The catalogue only includes published and illustrated coins.
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Obverse 3-Reverse 5 <LW> IΣ; <RW> D (Price 965)

8. AV 19 mm, 8.45 g, 12 h. BM inv. 1928.0608.8. Petac and Vîlcu 2011: pl. I, 3 
(pl. 3, 6).

Group 2

<LW> IΣ ; <RW> M or M(?) (Price 966 and Price 967)

Obverse 1-Reverse 6 <LW> IΣ; <RW> M (Price 966)

9. AV 8.33 g. Stack’s-Bowers and Ponterio (8 August 2012), lot 20399 (pl. 3, 7).

Group 3

<LW> IΣ in wreath (Price 961 and Price 968-969)

Obverse 4-Reverse 7

10. AV 19 mm, 8.45 g, 1h. BM 1927.0504.10. Price 969 (pl. 3, 8).

Obverse 5-Reverse 7

11. Hess (15 October 1903), lot 113 (pl. 3, 9).

The obverse die used to strike coins 1–2 in Group 1 was also used to produce coin 
9 in Group 2, suggesting that both groups were struck around the same time. The 
significant stylistic differences between Groups 1–2 and Group 3 seem to indicate 
that the dies were made by different engravers and very probably they belong to  
two distinct chronological sequences. Nevertheless, Alexander-type issues of all 
three groups occur in the Anadol hoard. 

Based on the prevailing view of the burial date of the Anadol hoard—c. 228–
220 bc, according to Henri Seyrig (Seyrig 1969: 45)—Price proposed the period 
250–225 bc for the minting of Alexander-type staters at Istros and Kallatis. In Sey-
rig’s view, the most recent coin in the hoard was an Alexander-type stater struck 
at Alexandria Troas under Antiochus Hierax, in 230 bc (Seyrig 1969: 37; Price 
1591). Unfortunately, both the chronology and the attribution of this stater are 
uncertain (SC 1: 308–309). It is not clear if Price 1591 was struck under Antiochus 
Hierax, or some time earlier.

Another coin which could offer suggestions concerning the final date of the 
Anadol hoard is a Lysimachus stater with trident in the exergue (Pridik 1902: 82, 
no 42). Seyrig thought that this piece was probably intrusive because he believed 
that the Byzantine staters with a trident in the exergue began around 195 bc (Seyrig 
1969: 43). Pridik points out that the trident on this stater is plain and not adorned 
with dolphins as on the Byzantine series (Pridik 1902: 82, no 42). Recently, the be-
ginning of the trident series staters was reconsidered, and placed around 245–240 
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bc, in the context of the Third Syrian War (Marinescu 1996: 66–67;5 Vîlcu 2011; 
Petac and Vîlcu 2013). The first staters of this type feature simple tridents and were 
struck by cities in Thrace or Asia Minor under Ptolemaic influence (Marinescu 
1996: 66–67; Künker 62, 13 March 2001, lot 53) and Lysimacheia (Rauch 19 Sep-
tember 2011, lot 111; pl. 3, 10). The simple trident was quickly replaced with the 
ornamented trident by Byzantium and its allies, probably in the second part of the 
Third Syrian War. This change is supported also by the chronology of the Dăeni 
hoard, which contained no Lysimachus staters with ornamented trident symbols.

The evidence seems to support an earlier burial date for the Anadol hoard, 
sometime before 240 bc (Marinescu 1996: 259). As a direct consequence, the 
mintage of the Alexander-type staters from Istros must have occurred before the 
Third Syrian War (246–241 bc).

Monogram  of the Istrian Alexander-type staters (Price 964) is also pres-
ent on a rare series of Lysimachus type staters from the same city (Petac 2010: 
569–573). This transition from one monetary type to another appears to have 
been caused by the victory of Byzantium and its allies in the Monopoly War (253–
250/47 bc) (Petac 2011: 13). The Anadol and Dăeni hoards contain not a single 
Lysimachus-type stater from Istros. Consequently, we may suppose that produc-
tion of Istrian Lysimachus-type staters without a trident in the exergue took place 
in the period 250–240 bc. They probably belong to the middle of the decade and 
should be connected to the expenses of the Third Syrian War. 

The Alexander-type staters with  monogram must immediately precede the 
Lysimachus-type staters and probably can be linked to the Second Syrian War 
(260–253 bc), which involved a campaign by Antiochus II into Thrace and the 
siege of Byzantium by Seleucid forces, in 255/4 bc (Avram 2003: 1211–1212). An 
alliance between many of the West Pontic Greek cities and Antiochus II caused 
Byzantium (with Ptolemaic support) to attack Kallatis and its allies. The subse-
quent siege of Byzantium was an attempt by Antiochus II to weaken the pressure 
on the West Pontic cities, especially Kallatis and Istros (Avram 2003: 1211). 

Recently we have shown that Kallatis struck eight series of Alexander-type 
staters with triangle head-type stylis on the reverse during the war with Byzantium 
(Vîlcu and Petac 2012). In the same context, two additional series of Alexander 
staters (Price 910 and 914) were struck at Kallatis using 12 pairs of dies. This huge 
production of gold coins—perhaps amounting to more than 200,000 staters— 
required more precious metal that Kallatis is likely to have had. The gold prob-
ably came from the resources of Antiochus II and the Seleucid empire. His active 
presence in western Asia Minor and in Thrace sustained the growth of monetary 
activity in these regions and seems to have resulted in the movement of technical 
staff from certain mints. 

5 Especially relevant are issues 40–44 of 245–240 bc, which feature a simple trident in 
the exergue.
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Although the Alexander-type stater Price 963 (quiver with F [not 6] and 
) appears to have been struck at an uncertain Seleucid mint in Asia Minor, it 
is connected to the Istros series of Price 965 (IΣ and) through a shared obverse 
die and the appearance of both issues in the Anadol hoard. Price 963 is known 
only from one example in the collection of the American Numismatic Society 
(1944.100.36051; pl. 3, 11) and another two in the Anadol hoard (Pridik 1902: 
66, nos 45–46). It is possible that the member of the technical staff represented by 
monogram  was moved from his original Seleucid mint in Asia Minor and sent 
to Istros. The monogram  also appears on Seleucid tetradrachms with Apollo 
on omphalos struck at Alexandria Troas and assigned to Antiochus II (SC I nos 
491.1–2 and 492) as well as on Antiochus Hierax tetradrachms struck at Alexan-
dria Troas (SC I nos. 880.3 and 882.2–4.) and Parion (SC 836.9–10, 836.10). A 
few Seleucid tetradrachms from the middle of the third century bc, featuring the 
monogram IΣ on the reverse (SC 1: 175–176, nos. 487, 488, and 491) are consid-
ered to be from Lampsacus or a Hellespontine mint, but may perhaps be related to 
the alliance between Istros and the Seleucid empire (Petac and Vîlcu 2011: 143–
146). It still remains difficult to determine the city in which these tetradrachms 
were struck. Identifying this mint with Istros is a possibility, but as yet there have 
been no discoveries of these Seleucid issues along the border of the western Black 
Sea. We cannot exclude a possible relation between the eventual strike of these 
tetradrachms in a mobile mint and the Thracian campaign of Antiochus II in the 
Second Syrian War.

XRF analysis of Istrian Alexander-type staters (Price 964) reflects a very high 
purity (99.8%), similar to the values of the Alexander-type staters of Kallatis that 
have been dated to the middle of the third century bc (Vîlcu et al. 2011: 505–
506). The stylistic features, the fineness of the metal, and also the structure of the 
monetary discoveries sustain the attribution of this Istros coin to the middle of 
the third century bc. This data and the exceptional character of the mintage of 
the Alexander-type staters from Istros suggest that the most probable reason was 
again some payments—probably Seleucid (in the context of the war against Byz-
antium)—as an ally of Kallatis. The reduced number of dies used at Istros to strike 
Alexander-type staters for the war against Byzantium indicates a reduced volume 
of production, as we might expect considering the secondary role of Istros in the 
conflict. All our data suggest an alliance of West Pontic cities (supported by the 
Seleucid empire) centered on Kallatis and the participation of this alliance in the 
Second Syrian War against Byzantium and against the Ptolemaic kingdom.
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